
Introduction

We describe two approaches to a network schedul-

ing problem, one using the student version of

AMPL (Fourer, Gay and Kernighan 1993) which

in turn can call one of a variety of l.p. solvers.

including MINOS (Murtagh and Saunders 1998)

and the student version of CPLEX (ILOG 2005).

AMPL along with GAMS (GAMS 2005) are two

of the best known algebraic modelling packages

for optimisation problems. The second approach

is based on the MCMCF program described by

Goldberg et al.(1997).

The toy network A sample network consists of

5 nodes and 6 links, to be scheduled over 2 time

periods. This network can barely be accommo-

dated within the restrictions imposed on the stu-

dent version of AMPL. Each link on the network

is labelled with its transmission delay.
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The AMPL approach

AMPL allows a problem to be described by a

model, which can then be populated by data. This

function is performed by a presolve phase which

produces an input file which is then passed to an

l.p. solver module such as MINOS. Control is

then passed back to AMPL where various aspects

of the solution, such as the objective function and

the primal and dual variables at the solution point

can be displayed.

An example AMPL model specification for the toy

network follows. This model specification cap-

tures the behaviour of a capacitated network where

the shipments are split over a number of time slots

and the transmission on each link may involve a

delay. The objective function to be minimised,

which is one of several possible, is the sum of all

delays associated with all packets transmitted.

set NODE; # the nodes
set PERIOD; # the time periods, beginning with 0
set ARC within (NODE cross NODE); # the links
set DEMAND within (NODE cross NODE); # the indices for the i->j traffic demands

param nperiod >= 0; # the number of time periods
param slack >= 0; # used in distributing starting periods
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param cap {ARC} >= 0; # arc capacities
param delay {ARC} >= 0; # transmission delays on each arc
param message {DEMAND} >= 0; # specifies the i->j traffic requirements

var mess {DEMAND, PERIOD} >= 0;
# how much i->j traffic is initiated in period t

var trans {DEMAND, ARC, PERIOD} >= 0;
# how much i->j traffic is started on arc p->q in period t

minimize TotalDelay:
(sum { (i,j) in DEMAND, t in PERIOD} mess[i,j,t] * t) +
(sum { (i,j) in DEMAND, (p,q) in ARC, t in PERIOD}
trans[i,j,p,q,t] * delay[p,q]) ;

subject to Assemble { (i,j) in DEMAND }:
sum { t in PERIOD } mess[i,j,t] = message[i,j];

# all the traffic must be sent

subject to Distribute { (i,j) in DEMAND, t in PERIOD}:
mess[i,j,t] <= int(message[i,j]/nperiod) + slack;

# trying to distribute it evenly, with some slack

subject to Send { (i,j) in DEMAND, t in PERIOD}:
sum { (i,k) in ARC } trans[i,j,i,k,t] = mess[i,j,t];

# i->j traffic can be split the traffic along different paths

subject to Arrive { (i,j) in DEMAND }: sum { (k,j) in ARC, t in PERIOD }
trans[i,j,k,j,((t+10*nperiod-delay[k,j]) mod nperiod)] = message[i,j];

# all the i->j traffic that arrives over all periods

subject to Conserve { (i,j) in DEMAND, k in NODE diff {i,j}, t in PERIOD }:
sum { (k,q) in ARC } trans[i,j,k,q,t] = sum { (p,k) in ARC }
trans[i,j,p,k,((t+10*nperiod-delay[p,k]) mod nperiod)];

# anything not terminating at node k is forwarded immediately



The syntax X cross Y implies the usual math-

ematical cross product. Depending on the data,

AMPL may expand this compact model specifica-

tion into an extremely large l.p. problem. For

the model above, with 3 time slots, 10 nodes

and 50 arcs (still not a large network), the dec-

laration trans[i,j,p,q,t] indexes 13500 variables

and the number of constraints labelled Conserve

will number about 2700. The student version

of AMPL will process a maximum of only 300

variables and 300 constraints, so even this mod-

est problem will require a commercial version of

AMPL. I have not explored the computational lim-

its of MINOS or CPLEX to determine how large

a problem either of them will handle.

The data file corresponding to the toy network is

as follows:

set NODE := 1 2 3 4 5;

set PERIOD := 0 1;

param nperiod := 2;

param slack := 1;

param: ARC : cap delay :=
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1 2 100 1

2 3 100 2

2 4 100 3

3 1 100 4

4 5 100 5

5 3 100 6 ;

param: DEMAND : message :=

1 2 5, 1 3 5, 1 4 5, 1 5 5

2 1 6, 2 3 6, 2 4 6, 2 5 6

3 1 7, 3 2 7, 3 4 7, 3 5 7

4 1 8, 4 2 8, 4 3 8, 4 5 8

5 1 9, 5 2 9, 5 3 9, 5 4 9 ;



The MCMCF approach

During initial exploration of this problem, it be-

came obvious that it could be formulated as a

multicommodity network flow problem. In fact,

the AMPL formulation above, where the ship-

ments are described by trans[i,j,p,q,t] shows this

clearly. Each (source,destination) pair [i,j] iden-

tifies a separate commodity ie messages to be

transmitted i → j, transmitted along the arc p → q

identified by the pair [p,q], at time t. Such a

multi-commodity flow specification of this type

of network problem is in fact described by Ahuja

et al. (1993). A literature search uncovered the

research by Goldberg et al. (1997) on an approxi-

mate solution algorithm for such problems, which

promised the capabiltity to deal with much larger

problems than MINOS or CPLEX and to deliver

solutions to problems that all three progams could

potentially handle with much less execution time

than the two l.p. packages.
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Jeff Oldham’s web page at Stanford still con-

tained an executable, MCMCF, which proved to

run on UoW Sun Solaris SPARC computers, and

an input description for the program. Attempts

to establish email connection with Jeff Oldham

have so far been unsuccessful. Test runs of the

MCMCF program on toy problems identified three

different behaviours:

(a) very rapid solution of feasible problems;

b) very rapid identification of most infeasible prob-

lems;

c) occasional failure to identify infeasible prob-

lems, with execution continuing until a CPU

limit was reached.

Two programs were written to facilitate MCMCF

being run as a production program for the network

design problem under consideration.
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The first, written firstly in PYTHON (exec.py),

and later in C (execpy), accepts data similar to

that specified in the AMPL data description, and

produces the input to the MCMCF program, and

then executes MCMCF, in much the same way

that AMPL will execute its specified solver MI-

NOS or CPLEX.

execpy executing MCMCF can start with a scaled

down set of demands and manage the CPU time

available to each solution instance, to avoid the

problem identified where the occasional infeasible

problem is not identified and terminated promptly.

Input for the toy network previously described is:

c nnodes links periods slack

5 6 2 1

c links - source destination capacity delay

1 2 100 1

2 3 100 2

2 4 100 3

3 1 100 4

4 5 100 5

5 3 100 6

c demands d(i->j) j!=i, i = 1->nnodes
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5 5 5 5

6 6 6 6

7 7 7 7

8 8 8 8

9 9 9 9

c starting factor, ending factor, epsilon, execution time in seconds per instance

0.9 1.0 0.001 10

The input data for execpy is hopefully self-explanatory.

The lines containing the alphabetic description

are needed as separators, although the alphabetic

content of these lines is not checked. The start-

ing and ending values of factor are used to control

the cases submitted to MCMCF. The demands in

each run of MCMCF are scaled by the current

value of factor, which is increased from one run

to the next. The execution sequence is as follows:

$ execpy inputfile outputfile

followed by

$ filter outputfile summary



The primary function of execpy is to expand its

input into the form required for MCMCF. Three

sets of nodes are created: a separate initiating

node for each i → j flow, a separate network node

for each actual node of the network for each time

slot, and a separate receiver node for each i → j

flow. If the network has n nodes, and m times-

lots, the number of nodes in the expanded net-

work will be n ∗ (n− 1) + n ∗m + n ∗ (n− 1). Arcs

will be generated as follows. An arc will be gen-

erated from each of the initiating i → j node, to

transmission node i at each timeslot. m arcs will

be generated corresponding to each link in the

physical network, one for each initiating timeslot.

If a physical link i → j has an associated trans-

mission delay d, a message sent in timeslot t will

arrive in timeslot (t + d)mod m. Finally an arc

will be generated from each terminating node j

at each timeslot to the corresponding i → j re-

ception node. If p is the number of physical links

in the network, the total number of arcs will be

n ∗ (n− 1) ∗m + m ∗ p + m ∗ n ∗ (n− 1).
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As can be seen from the above, the size of the

computational model of the network is dramati-

cally larger than the underlying physical network

itself, and preparation of the input to MCMCF

obviously requires automation.

The second program, (filter), written in C, ac-

cepts the output of MCMCF and produces a sum-

mary form of the solution. MCMCF produces a

flow on each arc of the model network for each

of the distinguished i → j flows. The filter pro-

gram identifies each i → j flow initiated at node

i at each timestep, and assembles all the flows

on each link of the physical network at each time

step so that the ability of the network to cope

with its scheduled load can be evaluated. Some

information about the performance of MCMCF

on the particular problem is also copied by filter.

A typical output for the toy network of our other

examples is given below.
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The toy network (again)

This network gives rise to a multi-commodity flow problem,

part of which is depicted below. There are 20 commodities,

associated with i → j flows, of which we have shown the

first 8, in nodes labelled 1 . . .8. There are 5 nodes, labelled

21 . . .25, for messages originating at physical nodes 1 . . .5

in time slot 0; and 5 nodes, labelled 26 . . .30, for messages

originating in physical nodes 1 . . .5 in time slot 1. The 8

receptor nodes corresponding to the first 8 i → j flows are

shown in nodes 31 . . .38. The remaining 12 sources and

corresponding 12 sinks corresponding to i → j flows are

not shown, as the diagram would be impossibly cluttered.
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c Sample input data for mcmcf.

c mcmcf 50 92 20

c number of budget rows: 1

c flow cost: 1243.15

c epsilon: 0.001

c epsilon-scaling began at: 0.5

c lambda: 0.997124

c lower bound on lambda: 1

c duality gap: -0.00287606

c budget bound: 1.00099

c gamma: 0.5

c alpha: 1363.38

c minimum cost flow calls: 1063.

c lower bound minimum cost flow calls: 260.

c number times flow vector changed: 635.

c number initial flow MCF calls: 20.

c number unused minimum cost flows: 148.

c number round robins: 55.

c number MCF restarts: 20.

c number potl fn calcs to bracket: 1502.

c number potl fn calcs to minimize: 3615.

c number potl fn calcs not for step size: 31.

c total number potl fn calcs: 5148.

c statistics 1063 260 635 148 20 55

c
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s 1243.15 for cost row 1

f 5 -> 4, period 0, enter 6

f 5 -> 4, period 1, enter 3

f 5 -> 3, period 0, enter 6

f 5 -> 3, period 1, enter 3

f 5 -> 2, period 0, enter 6

f 5 -> 2, period 1, enter 3

f 5 -> 1, period 0, enter 6

f 5 -> 1, period 1, enter 3

f 4 -> 5, period 0, enter 6

f 4 -> 5, period 1, enter 2

f 4 -> 3, period 0, enter 6

f 4 -> 3, period 1, enter 2

f 4 -> 2, period 0, enter 6

f 4 -> 2, period 1, enter 2

f 4 -> 1, period 0, enter 6

f 4 -> 1, period 1, enter 2

f 3 -> 5, period 0, enter 5

f 3 -> 5, period 1, enter 2

f 3 -> 4, period 0, enter 5

f 3 -> 4, period 1, enter 2

f 3 -> 2, period 0, enter 5

f 3 -> 2, period 1, enter 2

f 3 -> 1, period 0, enter 5

f 3 -> 1, period 1, enter 2



f 2 -> 5, period 0, enter 5

f 2 -> 5, period 1, enter 1

f 2 -> 4, period 0, enter 5

f 2 -> 4, period 1, enter 1

f 2 -> 3, period 0, enter 5

f 2 -> 3, period 1, enter 1

f 2 -> 1, period 0, enter 5

f 2 -> 1, period 1, enter 1

f 1 -> 5, period 0, enter 4

f 1 -> 5, period 1, enter 1

f 1 -> 4, period 0, enter 4

f 1 -> 4, period 1, enter 1

f 1 -> 3, period 0, enter 4

f 1 -> 3, period 1, enter 1

f 1 -> 2, period 0, enter 4

f 1 -> 2, period 1, enter 1

arc 1 -> 2, starting period 0, flow 45

arc 2 -> 3, starting period 0, flow 11

arc 2 -> 4, starting period 0, flow 19

arc 3 -> 1, starting period 0, flow 47

arc 4 -> 5, starting period 0, flow 34

arc 5 -> 3, starting period 0, flow 30

arc 1 -> 2, starting period 1, flow 22

arc 2 -> 4, starting period 1, flow 26

arc 2 -> 3, starting period 1, flow 6

arc 3 -> 1, starting period 1, flow 30

arc 4 -> 5, starting period 1, flow 16

arc 5 -> 3, starting period 1, flow 30
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